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Abstract
The Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is one of the important 
topic in research areas of the digital image processing. Visual 
information systems are radically different from conventional 
information systems. Many novel issues need to be addressed. A 
visual information system should be capable of providing access to 
the content of pictures and videos. Where symbolic and numerical 
information are identical in content and form, pictures require a 
delicate treatment to approach their content. To search and retrieve 
items on the basis of their pictorial content requires a new visual 
way of specifying the query, new indices to order the data and new 
ways to establish similarity between the query and the target.
A number of keyword-based general WWW search engines allow 
work with images (HotBot (http://hotbot.lycos.com/),and NBCi 
(http://www.nci.com / )). A number of other general search engines 
are more specially for images, such as Yahoo!’s Image Surfer 
(http://isurf.yahoo.com/) other multimedia searcher of Lycos 
(http://multimedia.lycos.com/), but they are still only keyword 
based.
This paper aims to introduce the problems and challenges concerned 
with the design and the creation of CBIR systems, which is based 
on a free hand sketch (Sketch based image retrieval – SBIR). With 
the help of the existing methods, describe a possible solution 
how to design and implement a task spesific descriptor, which 
can handle the informational gap between a sketch and a colored 
image, making an opportunity for the efficient search hereby. 
The used descriptor is constructed after such special sequence 
of preprocessing steps that the transformed full color image and 
the sketch can be compared. We have studied EHD, HOG and 
SIFT. Experimental results on two sample databases showed good 
results. Overall, the results show that the sketch based system 
allows users an intuitive access to search-tools.
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I. Introduction
The earliest use of the term content-based image retrieval in the 
literature seems to have been by Kato [1992], to describe his 
experiments into automatic retrieval of images from a database 
by colour and shape feature. The term has since been widely 
used to describe the process of retrieving desired images from a 
large collection on the basis of features (such as colour, texture 
and shape) that can be automatically extracted from the images 
themselves. The features used for retrieval can be either primitive 
or semantic, but the extraction process must be predominantly 
automatic. Retrieval of images by manually-assigned keywords 
is definitely not CBIR as the term is generally understood – even 
if the keywords describe image content. 
CBIR differs from classical information retrieval in that image 
databases are essentially unstructured, since digitized images 
consist purely of arrays of pixel intensities, with no inherent 
meaning. One of the key issues with any kind of image processing 
is the need to extract useful information from the raw data (such as 
recognizing the presence of particular shapes or textures) before 

any kind of reasoning about the image’s contents is possible. Image 
databases thus differ fundamentally from text databases, where the 
raw material (words stored as ASCII character strings) has already 
been logically structured by the author [Santini and Jain, 1997]. 
There is no equivalent of level 1 retrieval in a text database.
CBIR draws many of its methods from the field of image 
processing and computer vision, and is regarded by some as a 
subset of that field. It differs from these fields principally through 
its emphasis on the retrieval of images with desired characteristics 
from a collection of significant size. Image processing covers a 
much wider field, including image enhancement, compression, 
transmission, and interpretation. While there are grey areas (such 
as object recognition by feature analysis), the distinction between 
mainstream image analysis and CBIR is usually fairly clear-cut. 
An example may make this clear. Many police forces now use 
automatic face recognition systems. Such systems may be used in 
one of two ways. Firstly, the image in front of the camera may be 
compared with a single individual’s database record to verify his or 
her identity. In this case, only two images are matched, a process 
few observers would call CBIR. Secondly, the entire database 
may be searched to find the most closely matching images. This 
is a genuine example of CBIR.
Research and development issues in CBIR cover a range of topics, 
many shared with mainstream image processing and information 
retrieval. Some of the most important are:

Understanding image users’ needs and information-seeking • 
behavior
Identification of suitable ways of describing image content• 
Extracting such features from raw images• 
Providing compact storage for large image databases• 
Matching query and stored images in a way that reflects • 
human similarity judgements
Efficiently accessing stored images by content• 
Providing usable human interfaces to CBIR systems• 

Key research issues in video retrieval include: 
Automatic shot and scene detection• 
Ways of combining video, text and sound for retrieval • 
Effective presentation of search output for the user.• 

II. Related Works
Several reviews of the literature on image retrieval have been 
published, from a variety of different viewpoints. Enser [1995] 
reviews methods for providing subject access to pictorial data, 
developing a four-category framework to classify different 
approaches. He discusses the strengths and limitations both of 
conventional methods based on linguistic cues for both indexing 
and search, and experimental systems using visual cues for one 
or both of these. His conclusions are that, while there are serious 
limitations in current text-based techniques for subject access to 
image data, significant research advances will be needed before 
visually-based methods are adequate for this task. He also notes, 
as does Cawkell [1993] in an earlier study, that more dialogue 
between researchers into image analysis and information retrieval 
is needed.
Aigrain et al [1996] discuss the main principles of automatic 
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image similarity matching for database retrieval, emphasizing the 
difficulty of expressing this in terms of automatically generated 
features. They review a selection of current techniques for both 
still image retrieval and video data management, including video 
parsing, shot detection, keyframe extraction and video skimming. 
They conclude that the field is expanding rapidly, but that many 
major research challenges remain, including the difficulty of 
expressing semantic information in terms of primitive image 
features, and the need for significantly improved user interfaces. 
CBIR techniques are likely to be of most use in restricted subject 
domains, and where synergies with other types of data (particularly 
text and speech) can be exploited. 
Eakins [1996] proposes a framework for image retrieval (outlined 
in section 2.3 above), classifying image queries into a series of 
levels, and discussing the extent to which advances in technology 
are likely to meet users’ needs at each level. His conclusion is 
that automatic CBIR techniques can already address many of 
users’ requirements at level 1, and will be capable of making a 
significant contribution at level 2 if current research ideas can be 
successfully exploited. They are however most unlikely to make 
any impact at level 3 in the foreseeable future.
Idris and Panchanathan [1997a] provide an in-depth review of 
CBIR technology, explaining the principles behind techniques for 
colour, texture, shape and spatial indexing and retrieval in some 
detail. They also discuss the issues involved in video segmentation, 
motion detection and retrieval techniques for compressed images. 
They identify a number of key unanswered research questions, 
including the development of more robust and compact image 
content features, more accurate modelling of human perceptions 
of image similarity, the identification of more efficient physical 
storage and indexing techniques, and the development of methods 
of recognizing objects within images. De Marsicoi et al [1997] 
also review current CBIR technology, providing a useful feature-
by-feature comparison of 20 experimental and commercial 
systems. 
In addition to these reviews of the literature, a survey of “non-
text information retrieval” was carried out in 1995 on behalf of 
the European Commission by staff from GMD (Gesellschaft für 
Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung), Darmstadt and Université 
Joseph Fourier de Grenoble [Berrut et al, 1995]. This reviewed 
current indexing practice in a number of European image, video 
and sound archives, surveyed the current research literature, 
and assessed the likely future impact of recent research and 
development on electronic publishing. The survey found that 
all current operational image archives used text-based indexing 
methods, which were perceived to have a number of shortcomings. 
In particular, indexing vocabularies were not felt to be adequate 
for non-text material. Despite this, users seemed generally 
satisfied with existing systems. The report concluded that standard 
information retrieval techniques were appropriate for managing 
collections of non-text data, though the adoption of intelligent 
text retrieval techniques such as the inference-based methods 
developed in the INQUERY project [Turtle and Croft, 1991] could 
be beneficial.

III. Existing System
In earlier days, image retrieving from large image database can be 
done by following ways.  We will discuss briefly about the image 
retrieving of various steps 

Automatic Image Annotation and Retrieval using Cross • 
Media Relevance Models
Concept Based Query Expansion• 

Query System Bridging The Semantic Gap For Large Image • 
Databases
Ontology-Based Query Expansion Widget for  information • 
Retrieval
Detecting image purpose in World-Wide Web documents• 

III. Proposed System
This paper aims to introduce the problems and challenges concerned 
with design and creation of CBIR systems, which is based on free 
hand sketch. Make convenient to retrieve data or images based 
on sketches so that even illiterates, who do not know to write text 
can also make use of system effectively. Introducing this system 
into search engines makes corporate world and even other users 
bit more efficient in retrieval of data effectively.
The goal of this paper is to develop a SBIR search engine, which 
with free hand sketch content can be retrieved. The most important 
task is to bridge the gap between the free hand sketch and the 
picture. 

Fig. 1: CBIR Architecture

A. Global Structure and Subsystems
The content-based retrieval as a process can be divided into two 
main phases. The first is the database construction phase, in which 
the data of preprocessed images is stored in the form of feature 
vectors – this is the off-line part of the program. This part carries 
out the computation intensive tasks, which has to be done before 
the program actual use. The other phase is the retrieval process, 
which is the on-line unit of the program.

First the user draws a sketch or loads an image. When the drawing 
has been finished or the appropriate representative has been 
loaded, the retrieval process is started. The retrieved image first 
is preprocessed. After that the feature vector is generated, then 
using the retrieval subsystem a search is executed in the previously 
indexed database. As a result of searching a result set is raised, 
which appears in the user interface on a systematic form. Based 
on the result set we can again retrieve using another descriptor 
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with different nature. This represents one using loop.

B. The Preprocessing Subsystem
The system was designed for databases containing relatively simple 
images, but even in such cases large differences can occur among 
images infile size or resolution. In addition, some images may be 
noisier, the extent and direction of illumination may vary (see fig. 
3), and so the feature vectors cannot be effectively compared. In 
order to avoid it, a multistep preprocessing mechanism precedes 
the generation of descriptors.The input of the preprocessing 
subsystem is one image, and the output is the respective processed 
result set.

Fig. 3: Processing System

The main problem during preprocessing of the color images of 
real situations is that the background containing several textures 
and changes generate unnecessary and variable-length edges. As 
a possible solution texture filters were analyzed, for example the 
entropy calculation based filter. It gives very valuable results, 
if a textured object of little color stands in a homogenous 
background.
Therefore, the classification of the image pixel intensities 
minimizes the number of the displayed colors. If only some 
intensity values represent the images, then according to our 
experience, the color based classification of result images can also 
be easily implemented. As an approximate method the uniform 
and minimum variance quantization [19] were used. After the 
transformation step edges are detected, of which the smaller ones 
are filtered by morphological opening filter.

C. The Feature Vector Preparation Subsystem
In this subsystem the descriptor vectors representing the content 
of images are made. Basically three different methods were used, 
namely the edge histogram descriptor (EHD) [4], the histogram 
of oriented gradients (HOG) [2] and the scale invariant feature 
transform (SIFT)
The system works with databases containing simple images. But 
even in such cases, problems can occur, which must be handled. 
If the description method does not provide perfect error handling, 
that is expected to be robust to the image rotation, scaling and 
translation. Our task is to increase this safety.
Another problem was encountered during the development and 
testing. Since own hand-drawn images are retrieved, an information 
gap arises between retrieved sketch and color images of database. 
While an image is rich of information, in contrast at a binary 
edge image only implicit content and explicit location of pixels 
can be known.

D. The Retrieval Subsystem
As the feature vectors are ready, the retrieval can start. For the 
retrieval the distance based search was used with Minkowski 
distance [13], and the classfication-based retrieval [14].

1. Database
The collection of logically related data is known as database. It 
is used to store, retrieve and data manipulations.
The storage module provides images, information and the 
associated feature vectors are uploaded to the database. The file 
name, size and format of the image are attached. The information 
related to the preparation is gathered, as the maker’s name, creation 
date, image title, the brand and type of recording unit. In addition, 
we may 
need more information of color depth, resolution, image dimension, 
vertical and horizontal resolution, possibly the origin of the image, 
so we take care of their storage. For storage the large images are 
reduced. The data is stored in a global, not scattered place in the 
hard disk
The retrieval results are obtained by usage of query module

2. Advantages
Make convenient to retrieve data or images based on sketches • 
so that even illiterates , who do not know to write text can 
also make use of system effectively.
Introducing this system into search engines makes corporate • 
world and even other users bit more efficient in retrieval of 
data effectively.

IV. Tests and Results

A. Used Test Databases
The system was tested with more than one sample database to 
obtain a more extensive description of its positive and negative 
properties. The Microsoft Research Cambridge Object Recognition 
Image Database was used, which contains 209 realistic objects. 
All objects have been taken from 14 different orientations with 
450×450 resolution. The images are stored in TIF format .

Fig. 4 : Some Sample Images of the Microsoft Research Cambridge 
Object Recognition Image Database

Another test database was the Flickr 160. This database was 
used before for measuring of a dictionary-based retrieval system 
[8]. 160 pieces of general-themed pictures have sorted from the 
photo sharing website called Flickr. The images can be classified 
into 5 classes based on their shape. A lot of images contain the 
same building and moments. The database is accompanied by 
examples, which is based on the retrieval. Since the test result 
are documented and the retrieved sketches are also available, so 
the two systems can be compared with each other. Some images 
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of Flickr 160 database.

Fig. 5: Some Sample Images of Flickr 160 Database

Fig. 6: CBIR System

V. Conclusion
This paper aims to introduce the problems and challenges 
concerned with design and creation of CBIR systems, which is 
based on free hand sketch. Make convenient to retrieve data or 
images based on sketches so that even illiterates, who do not 
know to write text can also make use of system effectively. Two 
main aspects were taken into account.  The retrieval process has 
to be highly interactive. The robustness of the method is essential 
in some degree of noise, which might also be in case of simple 
images. Based on the test results with many databases HOG is 
better in many cases than EHD.
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